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IN.TRODUCTION TO THE 

LAND Of EAST fRICANA 

• • • 
"Hello there, F. E. here. That's Famous F.xplorer to you. fm Uoin\l to be your 
guide through the sizable savannas and ~i\lantic j~les that Jllalle up the 
land you call East Fricana. I call it 'Boopsie', myself - named it after a girl I 
once... Well, that's another story. 

fve been an experienced Explorer for a long time now and fve learned a lot 
over the years. I've seen everythin\1 from the great Zezeboo Desert to the 
great, greasy, green Limpopo River. I'm lilild of an Explorer's explorer, you 
know? So now, you want to be an Explorer? You've come to the right place 
for all the secrets of savanna survival and iunW:e journeys." 

WHAT IS AN EXPLORER? 

• • • 
Explorinq is not an easy job. In the Hero business all you have to do is ~ 
ferocious monsters, rescue dainty damsels from drCJ.\lOOS or defiver defeated 
imiUhts from dungeons and stop mad Magicians from unleashinq terrible 
powers and destroying the world. Big deal. An Explorer must face 
malicious mosquitoes, fend off bodacious babes from decadent lost cities 
who mistalle you for the l~endary mis~ Master of the World and solve 
cunninq and complex puzzles to avoid traps built with technology far 
beyond the capabiBties of the civilizations which constructed them in order 
to find incredible artifacts of unbelievable power and put them in a museum 
(or store them away in some unmarked \l<)Vemment warehouse). 

POTENTIAL EXPLORERS 

• • • 
"F. E. here. Just thotl\Jht fd share a few secrets to scoutin\l the savanna and 
suwestions for jaun~ throUUh the JUO\lle. I remember the time when I 
discovered the Great Lost City of the Brass B~ where L. well, uh, where 
was I? Oh yeah. anyway. if you want to be an experienced adventurer lille 
me, you've ~t to learn how to \let along in the explorin\l biz. 

on e 





,spea S~ns: Kno\V your spells. Most spells have 'Unique !idvan~es and . 
~vantages, so it is wise io choose the best for a given situa.ti011. Don't, for 
instance, use a "'Flame Dart"' when surrtjunded by dynamite. You might !;IO off 
on a tangent. Always keep fri?.Cll of your Spell Points. When you run out of 
.these and a ·dinosaur is breathing doWn your ~ you'd better flee with fleet 
feet <fr m.~ defeat. 

FIELD GUIDE TO FAVORITE EXPLORER SPELLS 

f1J1me Daft (Offensiv.e S~Il): This is the "Main Flame" of leqerdemain. This useful 
spell Is relatively cheap in !ipell points, can be us.ed in close combat ana can turn a 
gruesome Ghoul into a toothsome qrueJ (if:you like that sort of thing). Keep in mind. 
thoufi1h. that' some ll)f the more powerful monster.s are immune to immolation. 

' . 
force Bolt (Offelilsive Spell5: The "Bolt with the "Bounce" is a versatile spell. It can be 
used in close comb~t as an offensive spell (Mt it uses up a lot of spell points). or to 
ricochet off something and knock other tnings over. While fewer creatures are 
immune to the effects of the Force Bolt. It does not do as much damage as ,a Flame 
Di;trt. I ' 

Zap (Oifet\Sive Spell): This spell can malle yoJ "dirk perk" or your "daqger swagger" 
since It e.dds a magical charqe to your weapon and Increases Its damage. 
UnfortWllftefy, the spell effect is only useful In close combat since you need to actually 
contact the mo~ter with yo4n .dagger to release the maqlcal charge. Fortunately. you 
can ~t tf:ie sp~l on' your weapon either before or' during combat, which lets you get a 
Httle eXt1'a ctl~ree when you need irmost. 

Dazile (Offensive Spell); "Erasmu~·s Razzle Dazzle" momentar,ily blinds your 
opponent snd gives you time for an extra attack while the monster is rubbing its eyes. 
This does presume rhat your ..opponent has eyes that see in the-visible light spectrum. 

I • 

&e.ersal (Defensive Spell), The "Kar!lla Coollle" of spell casting. Cast this spell before 
enterinq a ~!cal battle amrf any offensive spell directed specifica1Iy at yo11 will 
bounce badl at rhe one who cast it. This does not make you Immune to area-affecting 
spells llhe Utermonuclear Attac!i, r,or can It be cast during close combat 

Calln.{Defenslve Spell): This "Mellow Pellow" spell relaxes a monster and makes it take 
a f«w-seccinds to reflect upon the il~flnite beauty of the universe. Meanwhile. the Magic 
User can ma~ ·an escape. This spell is less Hllely to worll upon intelligent beings who 

·noti~e yciu castlniz the spell since they may think you are acting disharmoniously and 
decide (O beat the oneness of all things ba~ Into you. Likewise. this spell is useless in 
close combat for th.e m01:ist.er will just· mellowly eat you up. 

f o tt r 
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Detect Magic (General Spell): This "SpeJil Spotter" allows you to sense the presence of 
magical energy. Useful for findinq major magical items or determininq the obvious. 

Le•itate (General Spell): A "Rise Guys" spell. this allows the caster to float weiqhtlessly 
up into the air. Quite useful for getting in over your head. Levitation requires 
concentration upon the part of the caster and cannot be used in close combat. 

fetch (General Spell): The ·come and Get It" spell allows you to create a magical 
"lasso" to grab an inanimate object and retrieve it. 

Trigger (General Spell): This "Incantation Activator" allows the caster to set off magical 
traps or spells. Warning: This spell can cause the immediate release of magical energy 
when cast upon items which store maqic and can cause major destruction as a result. 

Open (General Spell): The "Open Sesame Says Me" spell lets the caster unlock latches 
and open doors. It's useful when you lose your keys. Open does not always work on 
enchanted doors. 

SUMMARY Of SPECIAL SPELLS 

Lightnlnt Ball (Offensive Spell): This "Sparklnq Sphere" spell creates an orb of energy 
you can use to direct against an opponent. While this spell uses more spell points than 
a "Flame Dart", there are fewer monsters immune to it. 

Thermonuclear Attacl2 (Offensive Spell): The "Final Strike" spell (or "Nuke 'em 'til 
they glow"). This spell destroys all livinq things within a radius of ten miles from 
ground zero and makes that area uninhabitable for several centuries thereafter. 
However. It usually destroys the spellcaster as well as the target. This fortunate side 
effect has helped reduce the proliferation of this slightly unpleasant spell. 

Ju.glfing LiQbts (General Spell): The undiqnified "littering Glitter" spell creates a series 
of liqhted spheres splnninq around the head of the spell caster. Useful for lightinq up 
dark areas where no one else can see how silly you look. A spell only a Gnome could 
rove. 

Summon Staff (General Spell): While this is not in the true sense a spell, a "Maqic 
Staff" is a maqically created manifestation for the purpose of casting spells. Created 
through magical ritual from magically attuned wood. the Maqic Staff does not truly 
exist in this world. Thus it requires concentration to maintain Its presence and is not 
something with which you can walk around or engage in close combat. On the other 
hand. spells cast from the Staff do not use up the Magic User's spell points. More 
importantly . the Magic Staff enhances all spells. making them more powerful. 

.J:.i 
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LARCENOUS, LIGHT·fINGERED, 
LOCK-PICKING EXPLORERS 

• • • 
As Explorers, thieves are rather out of their element. In vill~es, lock-pie~ 
is a lost art, since there are no doors to unlocll and very few ~ worth 
stealing. In remote and ancient cities strangers are rather obvious and a 
prime suspect when ~s are missing. Punishment can be swift and deadly. 

· Thieves' Guilds seldom survive in the savanna since there is notblnqto swipe. 
Thus, most self-respecting practltioners of purloinln~ pursue pilferage 
elsewhere or prepare a new profession. 

THOUGHTS FOR THE THIEF 

Sneak frequently. llnlme many of your other smlls, sn~ is actually useful 
when expl~. The less noise you maRe, the less encountera you 1alle. 

Throw thoroughly. The more you practice your pitching, the fewer monsters 
you'll be naiss~. 

AvOltl direct confrontation. Sneak, hide, do anything to keep from be~ 
noticed! The longer you stay out of sight. the longer you stay out of fights. 

Contact your confederates. Everybody needs somebody sometime, but only 
maRe the Thief SiUn to those you suspect perform your own profession. The 
Thief Sign may have a.disquieting effect upon strangers. To ma.Re the Thief Sign, 
place your right band perpendicular to your face with the thumb res~ upon 
your nose and wilille your ~ers. With your left hand, rub your belly. Practice 
before a mirror~ote attemp~ this in public. After all, you wouldn't want to 
look foollsh. 

Remember: Ile the Thief Sign when you want to Bod crime. 

TOOLS OF THE THIEF TRADE 

Thieves' Toollzit: This handy-dandy flit holds everything you need for illegal 
entry, from locflpiclw edit cards. 

s i .'\' 

Rope: This can be used for climb~ slick walls or preven~ ~reat falls. 

Grappling Hoolzs: When attached to a rope, these allow access to otherwise 
unsealable scenery. 

Oil: When silence is essential, oil is ~reat for ~reaS~ squeahles. 

PERSONABLE PALADIN 
EXPLORERS 

• • • 
Some call them "Do-Gooders", some call them "Knights of Nobility" and some 
call them "Cavaliers of Courtesy". Others just call them "Confounded 
Nuisances". There are many names for these unsung heros who tty to 
prevent injustices in the world and encourage harmony between Ii~ things. 
However, since modesty is an important quality for Paladins, they seldom 
become famous Explorers. 

Paladins uphold the virtues of goodness and are at one with the essential 
rightness of the universe. Paladins are not followers but leaders of their own 
destinies. Where the laws of the land and the rights of the individual are in 
conflict, the Paladin promotes what is "Good" rather than what is "Lawful". 
Paladins are seldom welcome in totalitarian countries. 

To become a Paladin you must be trustworthy, helpful, pure, and brave. (So 
most of you can bloody well forget it.) A potential Paladin is often watched by 
those who are already Paladins and is rewarded for his ~od actions by a 
formal presentation of a Paladin Sword. Through the acts of Rindness, charity 
and heroism, the Paladin ~ains in his Rnowledge and understanding. 

Because the Paladin is in harmony with the peaceful power which pervades 
all, he \}a.ins certain abilities as he continues to do "Good". 

PALAVER FOR PALADINS 

I. Do ~ood deeds. 
2. Don't do bad deeds. (Kie~ cats is bad Karma.) 

seve n 
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T~p u R G u I D E T 0 T A R N A 
~ . . . 

Built centuries ~'-·on the banRs of the Mto Kubwa (Big River) at the western: 
edge of the great ~vanna. this city has retained the basic architectural style of 
the ancient Egypt¥lns. Some of the descendants of the or4?inal builders still 
remain there anc~~.the major languages spoRen are Egyptian, Swahili and '-' 
Common. ': · , 

Liontaurs are the ~~minant species in the city. They are the ruli~ class, and 
the warrior class Qt guards. The Liontaurs primarily live in the eastern section 
of the city. This T is restricted to humans. 

Government: Th~~vemment of Tama is headed by the position of King. The 
laws of Tama are tjlade by the matriarchal Council of Juc4fement. The King is 
selected through ~%eries of tests of sRill, strength and wit known as the "Rite of 
Rulership". He setves as King until the Council of Judgement proclaims him 
unfit to rule. The 'l

1

~onner King can again compete in the Rite of Rulership to ;;;folflS;;.~~ 
regain the throne. '.Qsually, he is tom to shreds by the younger. males d~ the 

• • I· ; 

competition. I~' -' 
1 

•

1 

') . ~ i , 
The Council of Ju~ment consists of six positions: the Speaher, the Mother, the ; 

1
1 i ; ~ 

Youth, the Warrio~~i the Priestess. and the Wizard These roles are restricted to '. ,j Ir T1 ,' . 
females. 1~~ · 1 ~1 ~1 
Money: The primi currencies of Tarna are Royals and Commons. Royals are111-:-~.:~~~--~~-;, ;:~~~~~::~::::::::::::~::; 
roughly equal to tlle Golds and Dinars of other lands. There are 100 Commons _. ' . _ , 
to the Royal. To+ should note: There is a Money Changer in the northwest ·Sf~ : · > :~ -~ -, · _._;,~d'··---..~~--~-1ft1-~~~~H5t~~@fJi~lfJ 
section of the city1·~ o will exchange other currency for Royals and Commons. . i. ';'\.'' · ' : : ; _, /.C;;· 1 1J;·i.(J· , .: · · 
Places to Stay: T ~ere is a good inn called the Welcome Inn in central Tama. /f 'j ': •' \ ./ , · i ;f 
This inn has fine -~~ooms at reasonable prices. The food ranges daily from •'/; . V ' · :' :. t~i ~ -!; 
standard Mid-East :· cuisinetomanymorelocalspecialties. fECSratlDg: **** . . ii.: 1, · .. -'. _·, , ;_ · '- .' 

Things to See: J~ self-respecting tourist should miss the spectacle of the ' .' ·}{ .~\ .'~7' ~ · / · 
bazaar in western l;!iima. The sights and sounds create an ambiance unrivaled in :_ i ;''! 1 • ' .. ' · · •• ·_J :.;_.; t.' M""~"'"~ll(:l 
this part of the wo~~d. 1 ~: ; • , , y , . ,, \ 
The sightseer shoJid also go out of the way to see the impressive "Temple of _·_ . -r . I ' ./ . : ; . . ' \ \ I 

SeRlunet" located l;iside the highest tower of the city. Although humans are not' -;~~:: · • , . ! 
allowe~ ~ide thej1emple, a peek inside is more than worth the asthma attack _,, .-, ~- _ _ -:- -.;.:;.~~ -~ """"'·- . . .,. 
from climbing so llli!"IY steps to get up there. · · ~--·:-: . __ ._ . _ . . .. -:",...__.. .• ,..:.---.-.- _ . . , , .- ~;' 

1~~"~"''';;:•~'''"'"·;1:@,~;,o;,>;,_;:,,;;;"'.''~:"''-''"'-"fo"'' ':H;;;;;@::·,;;.x;>t.:<i'<!c<-:.ei''t'-~"~''''''''"''-o;;':''"~'"::o;;;ci;;:f,fiii•'• "'-:':';';'.:'<'':.,;,,::J::M;;o.::,,:, ,,JJ ,, ,, ,,,-,-;. ,,, _,-':-C';,:.:"';:~.;,;,..:.;;:ili:.1:,.;~,:::·;~.';,~j;;,;:~~;;:"';;_~;r;;;:;:;::,;;:;;·;;;6;:' fa-~::;~f.tz~~~~~"~·;l~i 
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indeed a place of wild beauty. Ii iS merely a ·~atter of searc~ 
us tnoes live iri the J~e of East-fricana. ·It is oniy a matter of 
oi, 1.;ost civilizations are concealed· everywhere Iii the thicfl 

It is oniy a matter of avoiding them; (Pew lost civilizations are 
.. endly foll!.) 

fottrtee11 

• "F. E. here. The lure of the 
junqle is the siren's call to 
·every Explorer. You never 
know just what you will find 
there. One time I was hac~ 
my way throu\th some heavy 
underbrush when I came -
across this lost city inhabited 

' ·1 by apes and ruled by a 
~ beautiful woman. Naturally, 

when she saw me, she fell 
' instantly in love. After all, the 

rest of the quys around there 
were pretty biq, smelly, and 

Mlij~~ hairy. Jealous, too. I barely ~ot 
~AM<::"Ar?A'IE away by the skin of my, well, 
~~~~j~· . let's just say that I learned an 
Vi important lesson." 
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EAST F RICAN A 

LANGUAGE GUIDE 

• • • 
Most of the people of this land understand either Common, Swahili or Arabic, 
so here are some common phrases to make your communication more 
pleasant. 

GREETING PHRASES 

Greetings are very important to the people of this region. Almost all social 
interactions should begin with a greeting, so mind your manners and be 
polite. 

Swahili Greetings: 
Greetin~ : Habari 
Reply: Mzuri 

Literally 
(News?) 
(Good) 

figuratively 
(How are you?) 
(I am well) 

Other Greetings such as "Jambo" ("You have nothing the matter?") vary 
according to the number and person you are greeting. 

Arabic Greetings: Literally figuratively 
(Have a nice day) Greetin~: Naharall sa'id (Happy day) 

OTHER USEFUL PHRASES 

Swahili: 
Kwa Heri - "Good-bye" 
Lala salama - "Sleep in peace" 

Arabic: 
Auda'nall- "Good-bye" 
Lailtall sa'idi - "Good Ni!Jht'' 

Asante - "Thank you" 
Hodi - "May I enter your house?" 

Kattir Khairall - "Thanks" 
Shuf ilmllara walla'mnilbarl -"Look, 
the mooker has fallen off the mule." 

s i .'\: tee n 

FIELD GUIDE TO NATIVE FRICANA 

FLORA AND FAUNA 

• • • 
East Fricana is widely reknowned for its dynamically diverse wildlife. The 
elegant impalas leap past the grazing gnus and enormous elephants, the 
cunning cheetah pursues at-incredible ·speed the ' zippy zebra, the giant 
giraffes spread their legs wide apartand berid their elo~ted nee~ down to 
drink at the wondrous waterhol~ while the happy hippopotamus wallows iii 
the malodorous mud. '.fhese are the incredible images of the savanna safari 
journeying deep into me hid<:fen heart of this lovely land Unfortunately, most 
of these amazing animals.ar¢ now found only in a small game preserve east of 
colorful Kensington, so you are unlillely to come across them even on your 
most extensive excursiollS. 

AMUSING AND MOSTLY HARMLESS CREATURES 

Monkeys: Arborial mammals with puerile senses of humor; mollReys do their 
best to enliven the dill.I clay of ~en the lowliest_ .Explorer with s1:1ch amusements 
as dropping overripe mimuos o.n tlj.e traveler's head, leaving banana peels on the 
path of the unwary wanderet, and sneaking into the camp o{ the exhausted 
Explorer and mahirig o~ with hiS traveler's cheques: · ' 

. . 

Meerbats: Small, furry creatures witlt wings, meerbats seem to be a mutant form 
of meerhat. They liv.e in _l~e colonies ~nderground ~d eat fruit and ~~ts. · 

NOT QUITE So AMUSING AND SLIGHTLY LESS 

HARMLESS CREATURES 

Rhinoceros: These un~ainly remnants of prehistoric iimes ·still wan.der the 
savanna of today. They have eXtl"emely poor 'eyesight,, ~een h~. and an 
irascible temper. If you.happen t0 come across one of thes_e amazing creatures 
remember this famous Simbani proverb: "The only way to stop a rhinoceros 
from char\Iin.g is to tahe aw~ its credit card" . . ' . . ' '. ' ' 

... '.: ' . \ . ' ' .... 
Goblin Pygmies: These· diminutive members of the Goblin family are seldom 
seen in the savanna and j~fe; altho~ their presence is obvious. Being meat
eatifl\I and cautiously cmvardly, they capture their prey in traps.: These traps are 
found throughout this region. The wise adventurer 'shoµld stafalert, as some of 
these traps are well-concealed. lithere is no~ more dam~ing to the ~ty 
of the Explorer than to be discovered hangin~ from a footnoose by ·the· 
wandering Warriors of the S~f:>ani. '.While the Simbani are too polite to lall\lh at 
you, they do tend to snicker when th~ thhm you can't hear them. · 

I' 
'll '\ ' 
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Giant Ants: These insects are no picnic. Giant ants have unbelievable appetites 
and have been lmown to strip an elephant carcass in 2.3 seconds. They are 
persist-ant and resist-ant to giving up their chosen prey, be it eland or Explorer. 
In addition to their vise-like jaws and acid-ejecting abdomens, giant ants are 
deadly since they seldom stalh solo. 

Venomous Vines: There are poisonous plants elsewhere on the planet, but 
none are as vicious as the Venomous Vines of the East Fricana savanna. The 
fruit of the vines is similar to grapes, very sweet and highly appetizing. They 
form on a central stalh near the center of the vine patch. When living creatures 
approach to poach upon the fruit, the vines whip around, snagging and trapping 
the animal and injecting the virulent venom with their thorns. Use caution and 
common sense when coming across these crummy creepers and skedadddle. 

DEFINITELY NOT QUITE As AMUSING 

AND EVEN RATHER HARMFUL CREATURES 

flying Cobras: Venomous vipers with wicked wings (a 
particularly nasty combination), Flying Cobras have the added 

evolutionary advantage of spitting venom as well as biting. 
Thus, when journeying through jungles, Poison Cure pills are 
recommended. 
Croes: These humanoid reptilemen are intelligent, tough and 

toothsome. They refuse to talh truce, (since they can't speak), 
and seldom spare the spear or sheath their teeth. 

Apemen: While it is not clear if these are apes ascending to men or 
men descending to apes, Apemen combine the brute strength and 

toughness of the anthropoid with the stupidity and cantankerousness of 
the humanoid. 

Shapechangers: These are members of jungle tribes having the magical 
ability to take on certain aspects of an animal and transform into a 
combination of human and animal. The type of animal depends upon the 
totem of a particular village. Some tribes, like those that assume the 
aspects of the Bushbaby, are pleasant to encounter. Others, like those that 

assume aspects of the Python, Warthog, or Leopard, are best avoided. All 
know magic and use spells to defend their territory from all outsiders. 

Shapechanger villages are extremely hard to discover since they are 
·· generally magically concealed 

Moose: There are no moose in East Fricana. 
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CREATURES fROM WHICH 

You'o BEST RuN AWAY 

Dinosaurs: Big, U\"lly, mean, too stubborn to quit, too stupid to die, the "Hatari 
Kubwa" (big dafi\1er) is definitely somethifi\1 to put on the feet-don't-fail-me-now 
list. 

Demon Worms: Le\"lends are told from the MijiRenda on down of 
the big monster they call "Utalmfa" (You will die). Since no one 
who has ever actually seen this thifi\1 has ever lived to tell about 
it, rumors are shetchy. It is supposed to burrow under\"lround 
after its prey and sprin\1 up out of the earth at the last moment. ; 
Most famous Explorers discard such naive native narratives as 11\ ,!1 •• 

pure poppycoch. ' ' 1 • ' / ri, 

Demons: Demons are not native to this region. In fact, they are not '\. ; . '! ;&r, ' 
native to this world. They enter our world through magical \"!ates to ""'- 1/' 
spread chaos and desolation upon everything. The \"!ates are opened by ~· tt 
means of negative energy released throll\"lh death or destruction. Such \"!ates : \ \. 
are usually temporary unless sustained by a "Gate Orb" - a m~ical device that ~· ' ·~ 
draws m~ic and negative energy from the air in order to maintain a gate. ~- -." 

' . ' 
\ \ i\'\-:. ... 

Demons are resistant to fire and dama\"le from non-m~ical weapons. They may ' ~\\ 
be highly intelligent and m~ic-usifi\1 (Demon Wizards), or just stupid and tough · 
(Dumb Demons), but all Demons are dangerous. 

CONCLUDING CAVEATS 
• • • 

"F. E. ~ain. Well, that's about all you need to know to be a Famous Explorer 
around here. It's been good talking to you. Don't get much of a chance to talR 
much anymore. Seems no one wants to listen. Why, I well recall the time ... " 
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